BWVC Monthly Meeting & Executive MinutesFebruary 25, 2014
Attendance: Larry Strange, Beverley Fleming, Terri Hansen, Bill Theis, Deborah Ricard, Toby Ridings, Steven Threefoot, Gerry
Konzelmann, Warren Rosenkranz, Randy Hoopes, Bob Pollock, Amy Pollock.
Meeting Convened at 7:38 pm
Minutes of January 23, 2014 (Spelling: Beverley, Claney, and Ridings) accepted as presented.
Bill Theis, Advisory Chair presented agenda as follows:
Agenda as of February 25, 2014
Public Session
Acceptance of minutes
Building Manager’s Report
Treasurer Report
General Discussion
Executive Session: Contracts/agreements/personnel
Public Session adjourn

Building Manager Report: Beverley Fleming
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Discussion:
Larry: Danny has taken responsibility for Arden Website.
Beverley: Roof leaking and no warranty.
Toby: Six rentals lost?
Two yearly repeats rentals and four inquirer rentals: Christmas party, Birthday party, communion reception, funeral receptions. They
were interested in renting January, February and one in May.
Beverley believes the rentals were lost due to increase in rental fee. However, Steven is not so sure this is the reason for decrease in
rentals. Two rentals are continuous but the other four inquires never rented BWVC and therefore had no point of comparison of prices.
Steven: Wanted to know if a table of rentals and the type of events is maintained. Need data in one place. Beverley has the contracts
but has not collected data in summary table format yet. Calendar has some historical information but is not all inclusive.
Bob: When the rates were raised did the committee review the comparable rates? Bill: Yes and we plan to discuss this later after the
executive meeting and is considered a high priority.
Toby: Inquired as to the status/follow up on the bounced rental check. Beverley: the check was deposited late, damage rental property,
contacted the renter with no positive results and then contacted Arden Treasurer, David Mickelson to handle the matter this past
summer. As of now, does not know the status of this transaction. Bill will speak to David Mickelson. David, Arden Treasurer,
handles it rather than BWVC Treasurer, Larry Strange, because the checks and check book is handled by ArdenTreasurer not BWVC.
Treasurer Report: Larry Strange

Discussion:
Larry Strange: Operating Income: Based on what Beverley said the Custodial income came back in line. However, the rental Income
did not go down as it appeared because the Arden office rental check in the amount of $2,400.00 was not included. Based on that,
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BWVC is on track to date on the Income side of the budget. Operating Expense side of budget all is where it should be to date. The
Net Operating Profit to date is $538.00. Custodial expense went down and rental income went up which resulted in realignment of
BWVC budget.
Renovation: No significant activity
How is David Claney covered by insurance? Not sure because the Village pays the insurance but Larry is planning on reviewing it to
gain an understanding. Steve pointed out that Patrick Barry is covered two ways: Workmen’s Compensation and insurance policy.

Each committee is responsible to collect certificate of insurance and submit a copy to office for the file and Arden Audit committee
will make it part of their audit procedure.
Toby: $1,800 in renovation fund does that include Peddlers & Potions 2014 checks that you received? No. They just started to come
in and they need to be processed. Not material but if included it would exceed $2,000.
Warren: Renovation fund: what is the definition on how it can be spent?
Anything that is considered a capital or repair to the building. Historically we mixed it up which lead us to deficient. Renovation fund
is a rolling balance that can be drawn down.
Steven Threefoot suggests writing the definition of Renovation fund and present/document as policy.
Deborah: Energy or rainy day fund for a specific purpose that is part of the renovation fund for large repair expenditures? Within the
renovation funds can money be ear marked for specific amounts? It could be set up but it is not necessary since there are three
funds already (contingency funds for the Village, $30,000 Capital Expense/maintenance fund and renovation funds). The $30,000
was set up based on your argument about setting funds aside for the future for repairs etc. BWVC building is the Village and there
are no separate books and $30,000 was set up for this purpose.
Warren: Carbon money for solar panels how much has been collected? Warren receives a check every six months. Since he knows
the system and how to navigate it, Larry suggests that maybe he volunteers to research it. (Warren feels as though he is not a
member of the committee and therefore he will not research it). It is not the credit that is reflected on the electric bill that Warren
is referring to, but the check is generated based on selling the excess energy not use to the grid. Estimate $200 to $500 annually.
General Discussion:
Rental Comps: Toby & Beverley
Beverley and Toby researched rental comps for the BWVC:
Darley stone school (also known as the Claymont stone school) and they think this is good comp to BWVC building. Beautiful
building that has a large room with a capacity of fifty (50) people. It rents for $450 for five hours (the set up and clean up is the
responsibility of the renter). There is limited parking available (maybe 8 to 9 cars). The rest of the parking is at the grocery store
which you access by crossing a gas station in the dark and in a questionable neighborhood.
To be researched as another comp:
1) Masonic Hall (name unknown) located adjacent to Stanley’s Tavern (Faulk Rd and Grubb Rd) and 2) Lombardi Cemetery.
ACRA: Terri
Games day on Super Bowl Sunday was approximately 25 attendance. No maintenance.
Summer Camp
Set up is June 21. Camp starts June 23, 2014 and runs through to July 26, 2014, Friday (one day to pack up). No activity until 6 pm
(town meetings) and based on that, they would like to offer one day a week (Wednesdays) for the kids to stay later to do club like
activity. The last day for rentals is June 20 and can start renting July 29 Monday. Steven suggests no rentals policy between June 23
to July 28. The first rental is Monday July 29. Beverley will put this on the website calendar.
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Advertisement: Toby
They are In the process of creating the 2014 Arden Directory. BWVC had one previously and assume they want to continue the
advertisement. Ideas maybe list the regular renters: Kerry Orr, Eos Art etc.
Steve: The renters obtain their own ACRA advertising which is different from the community events like Buzz Coffee house.
Coffee Money: Toby
ACRA is holding all the money from the Arden Fair for the coffee booth. The agreement was that a portion was to go to the BWVC.
ACRA is still holding the money in their checking account and an approximate amount is $269 (the half from the net).
Bill suggests BWVC rent Terri a space and she pays rental and keeps all proceeds. Kerri is not involved with Buda Brew.
BWVC Building Stucco: Toby
One estimate $12,000:

Stucco detail per email as follows:

Discussion:
Warranty? Will look into
Referral? Toby asked for referrals and have not received them as of yet.
Clay obtained another proposal and Toby is not sure who he sent it to. Toby will locate it.
Bob: Have you obtained estimates instead of stucco for just power washed, prepped and painted? No
BWVC building is considered a Historical building has anyone investigated state money for funding.
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Steven Threefoot: Everyone knows a proposal has been requested that the three Chairs work out solution for BWVC building? What
are your views about this?
Bob does not believe the three chairs are in a position to resolve this issue. Instead, he believes the issue needs to be resolved within
the BWVC committee/volunteers. Chairs approach is to resolve the financial involvement with the BWVC but he does not believe that
is the issue. The issue is the courtesy of recognition of input from the other two communities. Vote does not count he believes is a
very harsh statement. He would like to see a gentler way of going forward.
Terri would like to see an official tri Village effort for management and responsibility for building so it can be a true community
center for all three villages. Not a community center we have the use of and no invested interest in it. This is a space we have access
to but because of the tension, it makes her feel disenfranchised. As a long term Ardentown resident and an alumni of the building,
which her grandparents helped pay for it, she would like to be responsible not just for management but also for fiscal

matters. Terri wants to emphasize that all three villages should share equally in the financial and
management.
Amy Pollock would like to be invited along with all members to attend the meeting where the three town chairs meet with Ted
Rosenthal to address this matter. She feels Arden has been rude to her and dismissed her.
Adjourned 8:56 PM and will resume meeting after Executive Meeting which follows immediately.
Respectfully submitted
Elizabeth Resko
Arden Town Secretary

Executive Meeting
February 25, 2014
Liz, Here are the minutes from the executive session adjournment until adjournment.
Executive Session called to order at 9:20 by Chair Bill Theis. Personnel and contract issues were discussed. The ES was ended at 9:40
and the committee returned to open session. Two motions were made in open session. Bill Theis moved that Steven Threefoot become
the Chair of the BWVC, it was seconded by Larry Strange. The vote was unanimous (Toby Ridings, Larry Strange, Randy Hoopes
Steven Threefoot and Bill Theis. The second motion was made by Steven Threefoot to accept the new rental schedule discussed in ES,
seconded by Bill Theis. The vote was unanimous (as above).
Before adjournment questions regarding a business model and energy credits was asked by Warren Rosenkranz. Bob Pollock made
comments regarding State and County Grants for the Buzz due to its historical status. Amy Pollock repeated her displeasure with her
treatment by the Ardencroft Town assembly. She also remarked that it would be courteous to recognize the volunteers to the BWVC
for their contributions to the Buzz. The meeting was adjourned at 9:46.
Respectfully Submitted
William Theis Advisory Chair
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